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Cynthia Masters

As the principal, visionary and lead designer 

for Panageries, a commercial and residential 

design company based in Greenville, Cynthia 

Masters is drawn to homes with history and 

architectural character. It comes as no surprise that she 

and her husband, Lance, fell in love with a 1920s Willie 

Ward-style house. Add a downtown Greenville address, 

and she was sold.

With the majority of the home being true to the 

period of its construction, Masters envisioned being able 

to update the home while staying true to its roots.

“I loved that structurally it was sound, that nothing 

needed to be done more than cosmetics,” she says. “I also 

loved its place in Greenville’s history, and the Tudor revival 

style of architecture.”

Guests in the Masters home are welcomed with a blend 

of grand warmth, history, beauty and character.

“Our home has a wonderful patina and age, which I 

love,” Masters says. “It gets a lot of light from our big, open 

windows, which adds so much to the architecture. It really 

lives well for us.”

This is an especially beautiful time to enjoy the tradition 

of an older home, decorated to spotlight everything that 

makes it special.

When it comes to a spectacular homes, there’s one 

thing we know: This one is truly is an architectural gem.

Written by Dorothy Self | Photography by Patrick Cox
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Cynthia Masters commissioned a special stain for the 
foyer of the home.

A former hall closet is transformed into a  
powder room.

A grand staircase, original to the space, greets  
     guests as they enter the residence.



A palette of warm neutrals and metallic accents creates an inviting space for guests. The chandelier hails from France, circa 1860.

Vintage meets modern as a mirrored piece is paired with modern, colorful accents.
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The dining room, which features a china cabinet found in the attic of an antique dealer in France, serves as a warm and inviting space for friends and 
family to gather together.

A round dining room table sits perfectly dressed with heirloom silver and china accents.
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The home’s kitchen was renovated to stay true to the time period of its construction. A fireplace original to the structure remains at the forefront.

With deep and richly colored cabinets accented by soft lighting, it almost feels as if the family’s kitchen had always 
been as it currently stands.
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A fireplace original to the home sits alongside custom 
cabinets designed specifically for the  
master bedroom.

The grand staircase guides friends and family to the 
second floor of the home.

The master bathroom was updated to uphold the architectural integrity of the home while introducing a light and airy feel.

A hybrid of modern, antique and artistic elements, along with large windows, create an inviting master bedroom.
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A second guest bedroom features a mix of textures.

The guest bathroom, appointed with fixtures in keeping with the 
provenance of the home, serves as a respite for friends and family.

Overnight guests enjoy the inviting and ethereal feel of the guest suite.

A bright orange-hued chair, a set of nesting tables and a radiator original to     
       the home’s construction comes together to make a fun guest bedroom.



See more home photos at  
www.talkgreenville.com.

More photos…

Bright, large windows allow for the perfect sunroom experience.

A full wreath, draping garland, and grand front door greet guests who come 
to share glad tidings.
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